
FRY A 14 POUND* TURKEY IN ONLY 45 MINUTES

See FryATurkey.com for Detailed Video Instructions

Popeil’s™ Turkey Fryer™ fries a Whole Turkey up to 14.00 lbs.
IMPORANT: Before frying, defrost your whole Turkey  

so it’s at room temperature. 

HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR FRYER
Go to FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

1   After removing your new Popeil’s™ Turkey Fryer™ from its packaging, locate the hidden Safety 
Extension Sleeve (“SES”) which is stored in between the Inner Cooking Bowl and Outer Container 
of your Fryer. Your SES is always required when frying a Whole Turkey, French Fries, or Large Foods.

2   First, attach the Electrical Control Box by sliding it down onto the Bracket located on the back of the Fryer.
3   Next, insert the SES so that it ends up resting on the top edge of the Inner Cooking Bowl by first 

aligning the Cut Out on the back bottom of the SES to the Control Box Snorkel. (see, picture 3A). 
Then, take both hands and push down hard on the SES until it rests on the ledge of the Inner 
Cooking Bowl (see, picture 3B). This can be a little difficult because of its extremely tight fit. If you 
experience trouble inserting the SES, go to our website: FryATurkey.com to view the detailed 
Video Instructions on how to easily insert the SES into your Popeil’s™ Fryer. Now, the bottom of the 
Cut Out  of the SES will completely surround the Control Box Snorkel (see, picture 3C). Finally, Lock 
both of the SES locks down onto the rim of the Outer Container (see, picture 3D.)

4   After locking down the SES, connect the Electrical Cord with the 
Magnetic Attachment to the Fryer’s Control Box and then insert the 
plug end into an electrical outlet. IMPORTANT: Do not turn the Fryer!

5   Now, pour the correct amount of cooking oil needed into the Inner 
Cooking Bowl up to the engraved measuring line located on the 
vertical portion of the Heating Element (see, picture 5A). Use any 
liquid measuring cup for measuring any added cooking oil that may 
be needed. Use the Turkey Frying Chart below to determine the 
correct amount of cooking oil needed based on the attached Sticker 
Price Tag that includes the Weight of the Turkey (see, picture 5B).

6   Next on your Control Box, turn the Temperature to 385˚F (see, 
picture 6A) and then turn the Timer Dial (which turns your 
electrical Fryer on) to about 15 minutes. When the green light 
comes on, the oil temperature has reached 385˚F and you are 
now ready to fry a whole Turkey. 

7   Go to FryATurkey.com for detailed Video Instructions on 
how to prepare and fry your whole Turkey in Just two easy 
frying steps.

8     During the time the oil is heating up to 385˚F remove all of 
the outside packaging from your COMPLETELY DEFROSTED 
TURKEY. Turkeys MUST be at room temperature before 
frying!

9   Remove the neck out of the inside of the Turkey cavity. Also, 
remove the packet of giblets which is located under the skin 
around the neck area of the Turkey.

10  Now, place the whole Turkey on a flat surface, breast side up, 
and then cut off all of the excess fat from the Turkey. Also, push 
out the tail of the Turkey and cut it off with scissors (see, picture 
10A). Now, with your hands, stretch out any excess skin around 
the neck portion of the Turkey and cut it off with scissors, so that 
you can see the neck hole (see, picture 10B). See, FryATurkey.
com for these detailed Video Instructions.

HOW TO MAKE THE SKIN OF YOUR TURKEY CRISPY 
AND BEAUTIFUL IN COLOR 

11  In a liquid measuring cup, pour ¾ of a cup of warm water and then add ¼ cup of any kind of 
pancake syrup (not sugar-free) into the water up to the 1 cup level line. Then, with a spoon, mix 
and blend the water and syrup together to make a coloring solution. When done, lift up the whole 
Turkey and place it down into a sink. Pour and rub the coloring syrup solution over the entire 
outside of the Turkey (top, sides and bottom) until you’ve used all of the syrup solution. The raw 
Turkey skin now will have absorbed the syrup solution and you will end up with a Turkey that has 
a beautiful dark color as well as delicious crispy skin.

12  Now, it’s very important to thoroughly dry the inside of your whole Turkey by stuffing the entire 
cavity with paper towels to remove any and all moisture. Next, thoroughly dry the entire outside 
skin of the Turkey by patting it down with paper towels. See: FryATurkey.com for these  detailed 
Video Instructions.

HOW TO PREVENT THE WINGS AND LEGS OF THE 
TURKEY FROM CATCHING ON THE TOP ROUND EDGE OF 
THE SAFETY EXTENSION SLEEVE WHEN LOWERING A 
PORTION OF THE TURKEY DOWN INTO THE HOT OIL

 Go to FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

IMPORTANT:  USE 3 ELASTIC TIES OR WET STRING (DOUBLED UP) TO TIE THE TURKEY IN 
3 DIFFERENT PLACES.

13    It’s necessary that you tightly wrap three elastic ties  around the whole Turkey in three places; 
the top of the wings, and the bottom of the wings (See, picture 13A) and the thickest portion of 
the legs (See, picture 13B).

  These three tied elastic strings allow you to pin down the wings 
and legs to the body of the whole Turkey which prevents them 
from catching on the inside edge of the SES when lowering the 
Turkey-filled basket down into the hot oil.

14   When completed, on your kitchen countertop place the triple-  
tied Turkey on its back, breast side up. Next, insert the included 
Carving Stand horizontally underneath both tied leg ends of the  
Turkey, all the way through the cavity and up to or through the 
neck hole of the Turkey (see, picture 14A). This will now allow the 
whole Turkey to stand upright on its legs (see, picture 14B). When 
done, place the  whole Turkey upright, legs down, straight up in the 
Basket (see, picture 14C). See, FryATurkey.com for these detailed  
Video Instructions.

HOW TO ATTACH THE WIRE  
BASKET HANDLES TO THE BASKET

15   Attach each Wire Basket Handle to both sides of the Basket by placing the first Wire Basket Handle 
in a horizontal position with the blue colored part of the Handle touching the flat countertop (see, 
picture 15A).  Then, insert the bent tip of the Basket Handle all the way into the round cylinder 
hole (see, picture 15B). While holding the Basket with one hand, take the other hand, and lift 
the Wire Basket Handle straight up so it’s in a vertical position, then snap and lock it into place 
(see, picture 15C). Repeat this with the second Wire Basket Handle on the other side. See,  
FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

Turkey Sticker  
Weight

Oil Amount
Step 1 

Leg Frying Time
Step 2          

Breast Frying Time
Total  

Frying Times

  9.00 to 10.00 lbs 3 ½ Qts. + 2 Cups 14 min. 22 min. 36 min.
10.01 to 11.00 lbs 3 ½  Qts. + 1½ Cups 15 min. 23 min. 38 min.
11.01 to 12.00 lbs 3 ½ Qts. + 1 Cup 16 min. 24 min. 40 min.
12.01 to 13.00 lbs 3 ½  Qts. + ½ Cup 17 min. 25 min. 42 min.
13.01 to 14.00 lbs 3 ½  Qts. 18 min. 27 min. 45 min.
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See FryATurkey.com for Detailed Video Instructions

STEP 1
FRY THE LOWER HALF (LEG PORTION) OF THE TURKEY

Now let’s get started!
16   When the Green Light comes on, your oil has reached the temperature of 385˚F and you are now 

ready to fry the leg portion of your whole Turkey.
17   With Gloves on, lift the Turkey-filled Basket up from your counter top and then place the ends of 

the Wire Basket Handle tips into the Draining Position Holes (see, pictures 17A , 17B and 17C) 
located on both sides of the Safety Extension Sleeve (SES).

HOW TO LOCK AND ATTACH THE FRYER LID TO THE BASKET 
HANDLES ON TOP OF THE TURKEY-FILLED BASKET WHILE IN 

THE DRAINING POSITION HOLES 
18   Make sure both Fryer Lid Locks are open on the top of the Fryer Lid (see, picture 18A). With one 

hand, hold the Fryer Lid Handle and slide it straight down the Basket Handles until the Fryer Lid 
rests on top of the Turkey in the Wire Basket. Next, turn both locks to secure the Fryer Lid onto the 
Basket Handles. (see, picture 18B). Your Fryer Lid should now be resting on the top of the Turkey 
(see, picture 18C). The Fryer Lid prevents the user from being splashed when lowering the Turkey-
filled Basket down into the hot oil. See, FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

19   Now, with gloves on both hands, lift UP the Turkey-filled Basket out of the Draining  
Position Holes (see, picture 19A), and spread OUT the blue Wire Handles (see, picture 
19B), before slowly lowering the Turkey-filled Basket DOWN into the hot oil (see, picture 
19C). The Fryer Lid with Lid Locks closed will fall into place on top of the Fryer. See,  
FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

20   Now turn the Timer Dial to the number of minutes needed for Step 1 Frying, based on the Sticker 
Price Tag that includes the weight of the Turkey. See the Turkey Frying Chart on the opposite 
side of this Instruction Sheet. Step 1 = frying the Leg Portion of the Turkey first.

21  When the Timer Bell goes off, the Fryer turns off automatically and you are now ready to remove 
the Turkey-filled Basket from the Fryer before frying the Breast Portion of your Turkey (Step 2).

STEP 2
FRY THE UPPER HALF (BREAST PORTION) OF THE TURKEY

22   With Gloves on, unlock the Fryer Lid Locks and lift the Fryer Lid straight up horizontally by its Handle 
(see, picture 22A) and remove it.  Set it down on some paper towels (see, picture 22B). Now, with 
gloves still on, hold both blue Wire Basket Handles and lift the Basket straight up out of the Fryer. 
Then place the ends of the Handle tips back into both Draining Position Holes. This will allow any 
hot oil to drain off. After about 5 seconds of draining, lift the Turkey-filled Basket straight up out of 
the Fryer and place the Turkey-filled Basket onto some paper towels  (see, picture 22C).

23   IMPORTANT: Now, immediately set the Timer Dial to 10 minutes so that the frying oil can 
be reheated back to 385˚F.

24   With Gloves still on, remove both Basket Handles from the Wire Basket. Now you can remove the 
Turkey from the Basket, making sure the breast side is up. (see, picture 24A). IMPORTANT: Do not 
remove the inserted Carving Stand! See: FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

25   Now, take the partially fried Turkey and position it so that the breast portion is closest to you. 
Then, with both gloved hands, lift up the whole Turkey (see, picture 25A) and set it breast side 
down into the Wire Basket leaving the inserted Carving Stand on top (see, picture 25B). 

26   Now, place the Fryer Lid back down onto the Turkey (with the inserted 
Carving Stand) so it rests on top of the Fried Leg Portion of your Turkey 
(see, picture 26A). Now, turn both Fryer Lid Locks to the locked position 
around the Wire  Basket Handles to hold and secure them to the Fryer 
Lid. See, FryATurkey.com for these detailed Video Instructions.

27   When the green light comes on your Control Box, your oil temperature 
has now reached 385˚F indicating that you are ready to fry the 
Breast Portion (Step 2) of the Turkey.

28   Now with gloved hands, hold the blue Wire Basket Handles, lift the Turkey-filled Basket straight 
up and then place both ends of the Wire Handle tips into both Draining Position Holes. (see, 
picture 17C).

29   Next, lift the Turkey-filled Basket straight up by both Wire Handles and then spread them out 
before slowly lowering down the Turkey-filled Basket into the hot oil below (see, picture 29A). 
Refer to the Turkey Frying Chart (Frying the Breast Portion) on the opposite side of this Instruction 
Sheet for timing Instructions.  Set the Timer Dial for the number of minutes required to finish 
frying the Breast portion of your Turkey (see, picture 29B). 

30  When the Timer Bell goes off, the Fryer turns off automatically and your whole Turkey is now 
Done! It’s completely fried, and ready to eat after cooling down. See FryATurkey.com for these 
detailed Video Instructions.

31  With gloves on, unlock both locks and remove the Fryer Lid. Now, lift up the whole Turkey-filled 
Basket (see, picture 31A) and place the ends of the Handle tips down into the Draining Position 
Holes located on both sides of the SES for about 5 seconds to allow any excess oil to drain. Then, 
place the Turkey-filled Basket down on your countertop (see, picture 31B).

Then, with gloves still on, remove both Basket Handles and remove the whole Turkey from the Basket 
(see, picture 31C).Turn it upside down (legs down) (see, picture 31D) so that it is self-standing on the 
Carving Stand Base (see, picture 31E). Wait at least 5 minutes before carving the Turkey.

FRY A 14 POUND* TURKEY IN ONLY 45 MINUTES
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